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Sub-Par Library Condition
Blamed on Underfinancing
by Phil Armstrong

The deadline for filing
information on the legal writing
requirement for both second and
third year students is Friday,
October 23. The following
description o f the writing
requirement is found in the law
school bulletin:

Division and the fourth year of
the Part-Time Division will result
in a grade of zero or fail. The
grade of zero or fail will remain
on the student’s transcript even
though the requirement is
subsequently satisfied and the
satisfactory grade is then posted.
No student will be permitted
to graduate until both parts of
this requirement have been
satisfied by the submission of
writings each receiving a passing
grade.
The Faculty has determined
that
the
following
may
substitute for the first part of
the writing requirement:
1) Participation
in the
second-year Legal Argument
Program or Jessup Competition
consisting of the submission of
an acceptable brief and the
presentation of at least one oral
argument or membership on the
National Moot Court Team.
2) Certified membership on
the staffs of the Law Journals;
or3) l.aw Club presidency.

During a prescribed period in
his second year, each student
must
prepare
a
legal
Prof.
Boyles,’
Georgetown memorandum on a subject
spends the massive sum of S38 designated by the professor to
per student per year on the whom he is assigned. During the
library—acquisitions, rebindings, third year of the Full-Time
salary, the works. To give the Division or the third or fourth
casual reader a sense of year of the Part-Time Division,
perspective, some law schools in the second part of the legal
the
country
spend
sums writing requirement must be
approaching ten times this satisfied by the submission of an
acceptable writing in the format
amount per student per year.
Prof.
Boyles tended
to of a law journal note.
discount the importance of this
Each student will receive a
The
Faculty
has
also
figure as a reflection on the grade for each part of the
quality of the law library. He writing requirement. At the end determined that any one of the
pointed out that the three of the second year, and again at following may substitute for the
(Continued to page 6)
the end of the third year of the second part of the requirement:
1) Participation
in the
Full-Time Division and fourth
Legal
Argument
year of the Part-Time Division, third-year
the grade received shall be Program or Jessup Competition
posted on each student's consisting of the submission of
transcript, but shall not be an acceptable brief and the
included in determining his presentation of at least one oral
weighted average. Failure to argument or membership on the
by Ruby White
complete the first part of the National Moot Court Team;
2) Certified membership on
The latest fad of middle class white America’s female, requirement by the close of the the staffs of the Law Journals;
second
year
will
result
in
a
grade
Women's Lib., hasn’t been too successful seemingly in of zero or fail. Failure to or3) Enrollment, participation,
attracting black women to their cause. There could be a complete the second part of the
reason for this. More accurately, there is. Black women do requirements by the close of the and submission of acceptable
(Continued on page 5)
not need white middle class women to tell them how to third year of the Full-Time
become liberated, even assuming
they could. Black women have
always been liberated to the JURIS VII
extent of getting and holding
jobs because they have been
forced into society; forced by
white racists to hold jobs that
white men were afraid to give
black men for fear of their
Tom Stanton, Associate
seared by the hot floor grille of gas fired
aggressiveness. Therefore black
Public Interest Research Group
women have always held jobs to
floor furnaces. These grilles reach a
Washington, D.C.
the equivalent of our men, from
temperature of about 400 degrees, or the
slavery to date.
(Portions of this article are taken from an article temperature of cooking meats. When a
Heretofore, the white woman
by Mr. Stanton in the Sept. 26, 1970, Nation child attempts to extricate himself from
has either been too lazy or too
magazine)
the grille, he usually manages to burn
good (so the white man thought)

{ Black Women and f

Women’s Lib

TheHazards of Product Safety

to hold these jobs. Now that the
white woman has found that the
black woman is an aggressive,
smart and independent woman
and is not the simpleton that the
white
woman
had
been
symbolized to be (through all
these aecades) she suddenly
realizes it is no longer expedient
to be the housewife and mother
who plays bridge all day, bakes
girl scout cookies and luncheon
at the Country Club. For you
see, such a vacuous movement
requires no positive purpose in
life.
Black women have been
liberated ever since they were
freed by Mr. Abe and his
proclamation (hee haw). She has
been very successful in helping
black men overcome many of
the white man’s oppressions. A
good example of some of these
are Ida B. Wells Barnett
(1869-1931) who because of her
fig h t
a g a in st
ra cial
(Continued to page 6)
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G.U.L.C. Legal Writing Req
Pertinent to All Upperclassmen
Deadline For A
Required Filing
October 23rd

The recent public disclosure
that Georgetown spends far less
per student on the Law Center
library than most of the other
law schools in the country hardly
sent waves of shock and surprise
rippling through the corridors at
506 E. Street. Rare is the
student,
whether
full
or
part-time,
who
does
not
somehow have the gut feeling
that the library is inadequate.
There are approximately 220
seats for a student population of
well over 1000; anyone doubting
the seriousness of the space
problem need only watch the
scramble for places and books
that is guaranteed to take place
about 6 minutes after any big
■morning class.
Armed with a few basic
statistics and the feeling that
probably all library problems are
ultimately solvable by infusions
of space and money, this
reporter spoke with Prof. Harry
Boyles, the head of the library,
and Prof. Helen Steinbeinder,
the moving force of the library
committee. As stated in an
article in the George Washington
Law School newspaper, and as
collaborated by the figures of

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage

The idea of product safety evokes
memories of stern warnings to be careful
so you won’t get hurt. “Carelessness” and
“accidental” are the terms frequently
used to describe the injurious events. The
recently published Hearings and Final
Report of the National Commission on
Product Safety (NCPS) indicate that the
problem is considerably more related to
corporate power and product design than
recognized by the conventional wisdom of
the safety establishment.
Each year in incidents relating to the
use of household products, 20 million
Americans are seriously injured enough to
be disabled for at least one day or to
require medical treatment. This includes
585.000 who are hospitalized, 110.000
permanently disabled, and 30,000 who
are killed.
Specific examples possibly give a better
feel for the problem. Each year about
60.000 people, primarily children, are

himself again. The burns generally arc
second or third degree often imprinting
the child for life with a waffle-pattern of
scars.
On July 16, 1958 an official of the U.S.
Public Health Service Accident Prevention
Service notified the industry of the
alarming incidence of these burns. Five
days later Mr. R.E. Cramer of the
American
Gas
Association
(AG A)
Laboratory responded that there was no
accurate documentation of the extent of
such injuries and that it was impossible to
modify the furnaces.
In 1961, an article in the New England
Journal of Medicine provided further
documentation. Again, the industry was
on notice but again it demanded more
documentation. Massive evidence came in
1964 when an article in the Journal of
Pediatrics by Dr. Julian Waller reported
on the basis of a study of 11,000 children
(Continued to page 5)

Leahy Contest
Valid Substitute
For Requirement
One of the prerequisites for
graduation from GULC is the
completion of the Legal Writing
Requirement.
Second
year
students may fulfill
their
legal writing requirement by
participation in the William E.
Leahy Moot Court Competition,
and third year full-time students
and third or fourth year
part-time students may fulfill
their
Legal
Writing
by
participation in the Edward
Douglass White Public Law
Argument. Participation consists
of submission of an acceptable
brief and the presentation of at
least one oral argument. Notice
that there is no requirement that
you win anything in either the
Leahy or the White Competition
in order to qualify. In past years,
many GULC students have
found participation in one of
these Moot Court Competitions
to be an excellent way to deal
with
the
Legal
Writing
Requirement.
It
is
an
opportunity for many who have
postponed
involvement
in
Appellate Advocacy to try their
hand at it and at the same time
to complete a requirement for
graduation.
October 23 Deadline

Professor Robert Schoshinski,
who is in charge of the Legal
Writing Program this year, has
announced that all second, third,
and fourth year students have
until this Friday, October 23, to
submit the form informing him
how they propose to fulfill their
Requirement.
The Barristers
Council
has
reached
an
agreement
with
Professor
Schoshinski, however, that any
student may "opt out” of Legal
Writing and “opt in” to Leahy
or White prior to November 1.
Each student therefore has the
following options, one of which
must be taken in order to
graduate:
1. Indicate prior to October 23
that you intend to complete
your legal writing requirement
by participation in the Leahy
Competition (for second- year
students)
or
the
White
Competition (for third and
fourth-year students). This may
be done by checking the
appropriate box on the form
provided in the E-Street lobby.
2. Indicate prior to October
•23 that you will fulfill your
Legal Writing Requirement by
writing, and indicate to which
professor you wish to be
assigned.
3. If you are not certain that
you wish to enter Leahy or
White, you may submit the
required form prior to October
23 as in option 2, above, but at
any time prior to November 1,
1970, you may withdraw from
Legal Writing and state your
intention to enter Leahy or
White on a form to be provided
for that purpose.
4. You may, of course, enter
(Continued to page 6)
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IdEst
The
Relevance Gap
Many of the problems which plague American society
today, such as the student-establishment schism, the
radical-reactionary face-olf, and the generation gap have
been diagnosed as the symptoms of a so-called “ failure to
communicate.” Literally speaking, of course, there is no
absence of intercommunication between members of the
campus and establishment communities, between radicals
and reactionaries, or between the the young and the old.
What is meant by “ failure to communicate” is actually
failure to communicate effectively.

44'

%

Professor Broude,
Why Are You Smiling” ?
by Barry Renbaum

Because
of
“ Broudean”
discoveries of loopholes in the
U.C.C., a consumer may now
exert new defenses to sales
finance contracts which he signs.

Professor Broude refers to
modern-day finance companies
as “wolfish” and “lying in
waiting” to collect. He displays
indignation at the relative
impotency of debtors to assert
defenses that they previously
denied in writing. He goes far in
implying that finance companies
act in collusion with retailers in
mutual
efforts
to
evade
More specifically, to borrow a concept from the law of warranties. And he righteously'
evidence the culprit has been a failure to communicate clothes himself as the savior of
relevantly. The problem is not that what is being said is the impoverished debtor. (The
not germane or probative of the issue to be discussed but reason, I presume, for his smile)

that the form of the communication is so prejudicial,
provocative or confusing that it obscures and outweighs
the worth as well as the meaning of the message to be
communicated.
A few examples might be illustrative. If an advocate of
women’s rights were to say to me that the Fourteenth
Amendment should prohibit unreasonable discrimination
on the basis of sex just as it proscribes such discrimination
on the bases of race, wealth, etc., I would at least
understand and attend to, if not agree with, what she was
trying to say. If, on the other hand, this same enthusiasticyoung lady were simply to launch on a general
condemnation of our male chauvinist/supremacist society,
not only would I miss the import of her message but, in all
likiihood, I would react negatively to her point of view whatever it was.
Again, if Vice President Spiro T. Agnew had tried to
explain to college students that the impatient zeal of
youth and education must at times be tempered by the
wisdom of age and experience, he might have found them
a more receptive, if not less cynical audience than that
which absorbed his appellation of “an effete corps of
impudent snobs.”
In other words', the form of the message is at least as
important and probably a prerequisite to an intelligent
and open-minded reception of its content. Ihe art of
communication aims at a meeting of the minds; the kind
of irrelevance which I have attempted to describe defeats
that purpose at the outset.
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It is always distressing when a
person
ignorant
of
the

contact each customer before
accepting
the
assignment,
explaining his absolute liability
for the debt.
If finance companies are to be
held liable for all verbal
warranties made by any retailer
in the city, the finance
companies will soon turn their
resources
into
less riskier
enterprises. Evidence bears out
such a trend where legislation
1) .Net profits on operations has liberalized the claims against
holders in due course. The
range between 5%-15%.
** 2) Because interest rates are result? Financing of goods is
regulated by statute, firms must dependent upon the retailer, and
where history has duly revealed
rely on Volume.
state failure to enforce usury
3)
As many as 50 sales finance
contracts may enter a typical laws, many consumers will
forego purchasing, not because
office each day.
4) Most finance companies they are not credit-worthy, but
investigate the business practices because the retailer lacks the
of retailers before accepting funds to finance the purchase.
Yes, Mr. Broude, why are you
assignments from them.
5) Most finance companies smiling?
operations of an industry is put
in a position of influence over it.
Lest we ignor all aspects of an
issue in controversy, and lose
ourselves in the legal effort to
protect Mr. J.Q. Public, let’s
digest some facts. My association
with
consum er
finance
companies in the past ten years
had led me to the following
conclusions:

My Lai

Galvan Responds
Mr. Butera’s article (which
appeared last week in this
newspaper) points up one thing
specifically
-- Mr.
Butera's.
recollectionof John Wayne war
movies is
as fuzzy as
his
recollection of Vietnam. In
general his article abounds with
eloquently
wri t t en
over-simplifications
which
somersault over the substance of
my article about My Lai.

Take
over-simplification
number one as an example. In
trying to deny the realities of
war, Mr. Butera characterizes my
account of the hardships of
Charlie Company “as pure
glamouriz.ation of what is really
a rather boring, though recurrent
historical event, namely war.”
He suggests 1 was not “left
unimpressed by a single John
Wayne re-run,” and because of
the technique I used in my
Perhaps the first step toward the elimination of the article he places me in the
communications gap from the American social scene company of war commentators
Homer
to
should be an honest effort to eliminate the relevance gap. f r o m
Huntley-Brinkley. How the use
HJP of descriptive phrases and ad
hominum attacks by association
detracts from the hardships that
Charlie Company endured Mr.
Butera doesn't say.
The author becomes flippant
instead. He pokes fun at certain
of my comments which he feels
“would have been better left on
the
recruiting poster.” In
response to my statement that
Caui (flrntrr publirattmifl
the infantrymen refuse malaria
Hdi tor-in-Chief..........................
pills in hopes of catching
Business E ditor..........................
malaria, Mr. Butera says, “ those
Distribution Editor....................
few that do decline are
motivated primarily by hopes of
avoiding diarrhea.” Here he is
wrong as a matter-of-fact. Ask
(Srorgrtuum ffimu IB crkly Biuuumt
any Vietnam veteran who saw
action if he failed to take the
E D IT O R IA L B O A R D
pills for such a silly reason as Mr.
Butera’s explanation. He’ll give
Managing E ditor........................
you a serious answer. Mr. Butera
Associate E d ito r............... .. .
also got a big kick out of my
Production Editor ...............
comment that “ the men average
Features Editor ....................
only five hours of sleep a day.”
Assistant Features Editors . . . .
He wrote in rebuttal that “no
PFC worthy of his title would
let even eight hours of guard
Photography Editors.................
duty go by without sleeping for
Cartoonist ..........................................Blair Lee, IV. Brie Smith
at least five of it.” 1 don’t know
S ta ff..............................................Steve Durovic, John Fadden,
where Mr. Butera was stationed
Phil Armstrong, Warren Connelly, James DeLancey,
when he was a PFC, but let me
Larry Fox, Bob Redmond, Lucius Rivers, Nina Elsohn,
assure you that if he had been an
Patrick O’Connor, Rick Galvan, John Metelsky, Lynn
infantryman in the field, he
Ochberg
would not sleep on guard duty
T h e G e o rg e to w n L a w W e e k ly is pu b lish ed tw e n ty -to u r tim es a year.
when his life was at stake.
T h e views expressed herein are those o f th e new spaper or its b y -lin e d
rep o rters and do n o t necessarily re fle c t those o f th e stu d e n t b o d y ,
At this point in his article,
a d m in is tra tio n or fa c u lty unless o th erw ise s p e c ific a lly stated.
when Mr. Butera believes he has
M a ilin g address: 5 0 6 E S tre e t, N .W ., W as h in g to n , O .C . 2 0 0 0 1 . T e le .
discredited my description of
7 8 3 -3 9 1 2 .
Charlie Company’s hardships, he

concludes, “ it is not readily
accepted
that
the
living
conditions are so extreme.” In
all fairness to Mr. Butera, I see
not one piece of evidence
offered
to
warrant
this
conclusion. War is war, and no
matter how you cut it,
infantrymen lead a hellish life.
T h e
s e c o n d
over-simplification presented by
Mr. Butera grows out of the
first. He critizes my “question of
whether men who live under
conditions of extreme hardship
should be asked to make
complicated moral decisions” as
unfair. Because he feels he has
shown
the
soldiers living
conditions were not so extreme,
he asks, “ is the decision to gun
down a woman or a child a
complicated moral one?’’
If we were not dealing with a
guerrilla war, Mr. Butera's
question might be fair. I believe,
however, he had glossed over the
fact that VC units are composed
of men, women, and children. A
grenade thrown by a child is just
as deadly as one thrown by a
man. In addition, Mr. Butera has
failed to consider in his question
the unofficial standing order
from Westmoreland - when in
doubt, shoot first and ask
questions later. Perhaps Charlie
Company
found
something
suspicious in My Lai. Given a
guerrilla war with men, women,
and children as enemy soldiers,
and given Westmoreland's order,*
the decision to kill a woman or a
child is a complicated moral one.
In retrospect, it's easy for us to
say that the men of Charlie
C om pany
should
have
interrogated thef people of My
Lai carefully before acting. I
wonder, though, how we would
have reacted in My Lai if we had
been tired from spending weeks
in the field, if we had seen
friends
blown
apart
by
booby-traps, and if we hadn’t
been home for months. The
question
from
my article
still stands.
“The men we ask to answer
whether the individual soldier
has the moral obligation to
disobey an order given to him by
a military superior when the
society in which the soldier lives
considers the act immoral?”
Let’s review the course of Mr.
Butera’s two oversimplifications.
He first tried to tell us that
infantrymen don’t have it so
bad. He never produced any
evidence to show why he makes

this assertion. Secondly, he
attempted to avoid answering
the
question
my
article
presented by changing it. We saw
with a little analysis of his
question that my question
remained intact. Mr. Butera
presents two other points which
may be dealt with summarily.
First, he indicates the “dangers”
or “ perils” which would result if
we let the men of Charlie
Company go free. His argument
runs as follows: If we ’don’t
punish the men for My Lai,
there will be other massacres like
My
Lai.
The
idea
that
punishment
will
deter
is
somewhat far-fetched here. Mr.
Butera agrees that “the only
remedy {for .atrocities] would
be to do away with war
altogether.” In other words war
is the cause of atrocities like My
Lai.
I believe the casual
relationship between war and
“atrocities”
is
particularly
apparent in the case of guerrilla
warfare because the enemy is
difficult to identify. Mr. Butera
proposes, therefore, to do away
with a symptom or a disease by
treating the symptom alone.
Moreover, this treatment is only
an excuse for mitigating our
respon sib ility
for
these
atrocities. We put the men of
Charlie Company in Vietnam to
fight without giving them any
clarification between acts of war
and acts committed in war
which constitute atrocities. In
punishing them for a natural
consequence of our act, aren’t
we trying to assuage our moral
responsibility for the Vietnam
War by white-washing the nature
of war?
S econdly,
Mr.
Butera
contends that “dismissing My
Lai as the result of a culmination
of
many
uncontrollable
factors....
would
set
bad
precedent.” He thinks a National
Guard
blunder
might
be
forgiven. The factual distinctions
between xMy Lai and any
conceivable
National Guard
error make this argument
untenable. May Mr. Butera argue
believably
that troops in a
foreign land some 13,000 miles
away from the United States
who haven't been home in six
months on the average and who
have been in the field for weeks
are in the same mental state as
members of the National Guard
who were called away from their
homes for a few days?
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GU, ROTC And The Army

Female Students
Seek Recognition

by W.W. Scott

As
on other campuses
throughout the country, the
problem of relevance and ROTC
is being carefully scrutinized at
GU. The university is presently
negotiating with the Army for a
revision
of
the
contract
establishing the Department of
Military Science. Representing
the student point of view,
although not taking an actual
part in the negotiations, are
Professor Addison Bowman of
GULC, Acting Counsel to the
Undergraduate Student Body,
and Mr. Michael Thornton,
Student Body President.

By Liz Smith

Drastic Revision Envisaged
In a conversation with
Thornton, it was learned that,
while there is no official
movement afoot to disband
ROTC, the program will have to
be altered drastically if it is to
conform
to
stu d en t
Prof. Bowman
expectations. Some months ago,
the
U niversity
ROTC disciplinary actions and review
Committee,
composed
of
branch assignments made to
student, administration, and graduating cadets. Finally, and
faculty representatives, including mostf
important,
a
cadet
Professor Bowman, submitted a choosing to drop the program or
report calling for certain “Cadet failing some would be permitted
Controls ”, and a redefining of to withdraw at any time without
ROTC’s position vis a vis the penalty. The problem here is
more
traditional
academic that under the 1964 ROTC
disciplines.
According
to
Vitalization Act, the Army can
Thornton, the feeling is that order any such dropout to two
because of basic differences in years of active enlisted duty if
content and procedure, and the he has previously signed a
fact that ROTC is controlled by contract to “go advanced” and
the Department of Defense, continue until commissioning.
rather than the University, the
Decision in the Near Future
program should be divorced
from the academic life of the
Some of the Committee’s
school.
recommendations have been
Specifically,
the
report accepted by the University and
demanded that while the Army’s will be implemented in any new
officer instructors might have contract with the Army. Others,
“ faculty rank and privileges.” including the Cadet Controls
they
would
have
no Section, are still being discussed.
decision-m aking
authority Student Body President Thorton
within the academic structure. plans to appear soon before the
In other words, while they might University Board of Directors,
attend faculty meetings and sit and hopes to convince them to
on committees, they would have make
the
“Controls”
a
no voting power. Further, no mandatory
part
of
GU’s
course given for credit would be bargaining position.
administered
by
military
In light of the 1964 Act. it is
personnel, and any course given
difficult to see how the Army
for credit and required of cadets
can accept the controls and
would be taught by non-military
faculty members, and would be remain a part of the University
program.
open to the general student
Mr. Thornton noted, however,
body.
that this is the basic position
Cadet Control Concept
held by Student Government.
The
more
controversial On the other hand, the
section of the report is that on administration believes ROTC to
“Cadet Controls.” This would be necessary but is willing to
require that cadet ranking be alter the program to the extent
done away with, and that the this would be feasible. Final
wearing
of
uniforms and decisions will not be made until
attendance
at
Leadership after the Board of Directors
Laboratory (i.e., drill) be made meeting later this month. In the
optional. Various boards, with meantime, the fate of Army
student representation, would be ROTC and the ‘marching
established to adjudicate unit millions’ remains in doubt.

In
contrast
to
former
enrollments, Georgetown’s 1970
class with 63 females is a sign of
progress. In actual percentages
there is still a need for a more
substantial increase in women
students.
Seeking a solution to this
problem of bringing more
women to Georgetown, a
committee
of five female
students has been Thomas
Fischer. The committee plans to
meet for several months with the
general goal of bringing not only
more women to Georgetown and
the law, but to the professional
world in general.
This Ad-Hoc committee is
presently trying to analyze
problems in this area, seeking
answers to such questions as:
What qualifications are sought in
a
female applicant,
what
financial support is available to
women, and by what criteria
they are judged for this aid.
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with the practical questions of
housing, crime in this area, and
the procedural matters of
applying to law school. The
latter can be a factor in
all-female institutions where
U.S.A.T. deadlines might receive
little if any attention and a
pre-law advisor might not be
available.
Through
these
positive
actions, the committee hopes to
fulfill its objective- to increase
the number of women applying
to law schools and thereby
increase their number in the
legal profession. It is only in this
way that women will cease to be
an anomaly in the field.

TIRED OF S.O.S.?
FREE SUNDAY BRUNCH
STRIKE YOUR FANCY?
HOW ABOUT THE CITY’S
CUTEST WAITRESSES?
THEN, MY FRIEND,
TAMMANY HALL
(2109 PENN. AVE!)

Law Students
• OBTAIN YOUR STOCKBROKERS LICENSE
• LEARN TAX SHELTERS - CORPORATE
AND INDIVIDUAL
• INCREASE EARNING POWER MOW AND

Solutions Discussed

AFTER GRADUATION
Several
problems
accompanying solutions were
discussed during these meetings.
The first factor discussed was
the
problem
of
making
undergraduates and working
women
aware
of
the
opportunities available in the
legal profession. Distributing
information through pamphlets
and personal recruiting on
campuses was proposed to help

FOR AN APPOINTMENT CALL WILLIAM
CONWAY, AT 543-8800

DeRAND
INVESTMENT

\\\\\\\\\\\\\m

Newsletters Printed
(or
Civic Organizations
Chambers of Commerce
Trade Organizations
£

WILL COMPOSE AND PRINT YOUR
LAW BOOKS
NEW & USED

LEGAL FORMS
STUDENT SUPPLIES

'Inc.

NEWSLETTERS OR HOUSE ORGANS
IN ITS NEW OFFSET PRINTING DIVISION.

'pact, econom ical
fno^eoocoKalccnuicc

509 i STREET, N .W .

W ASH IN GTO N , D.C. 20001

NAtional 8-5785

IS FOR YOU

For estimates
Call 589-6400
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f Professor’g Corner

Music

Inside GM
by Lynn Ochberg

Campaign
GM, a
most
remarkable test of our corporate
system’s ability to reform itself,
is counseled in legal matters by
Professor Donald E. Schwartz.
Professor
Schwartz
left
corporate practice in N.Y.C. in
1966 to come to GULC where he
teaches Business Associations,.
C o r p o r a ti o n s ,
C o rp o ra te
Finance, Business Planning and
Securities
Regulation.
He
became counsel to Campaign
GM in January 1970.
Professor Schwartz describes
campaign GM as an action
program developed by The
P ro ject
on
C orp o ra te
Responsibility,
a non-profit
co rp o ra tio n
and
GM
shareholder. The purposes of the
Project
are
to
promote
Corporate responsibility in the
social sphere and to educate
management and the public
about
the social role of
corporations. In concrete terms,
campaign GM is an effort to
obtain shareholder approval of
resolutions formulated by the
Project Through the Solicitation
of proxies. The campaign can be
conceived in a broader sense,
however, as a 1st ditch effort to
work for social change from
within
the system.
Prof.
Schwartz says the system is
viable only if it offers the
participants the opportunity to
succeed. His views on the success
of
Campaign
G.M.
are

enlightening.
A great practical hurdle in the
path of the campaign’s success
was
getting
its
proposed
shareholder resolutions onto the
proxy literature sent out by
G.M. management. The cost of a
private solicitation would have

been prohibitive. According to
S.F.C. rule 14 A-8, management
need not include proposals
which are clearly for the purpose
of promoting general social
causes, or which are outside the
subjects of proper shareholder
action. But the campaign G.M.
resolutions
were
carefully
drafted with this rule in mind
and 2 of the original 9 were
found to be non-excludable and
so were included in the G.M.
proxy statements sent out in
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Bag

statements, integrated wholes,
where the themes are not just
There are something expressed in the lyrics, but by
on an average of thirty rock LPs the sound, arrangements, etc.,
released every week. This, that deliver an entire association.
combined with jazz, r & b, and “The Racetrack Song” reminds
blues, etc., makes it virtually me of that John Garfield flick
H em ingw ay’s
story.
impossible to keep up with on
what’s being produced. Despite “ Farewell” is about this guy,
neighbor steals his
this
proliferation
of pop whose
musicians however, there is chicken while he’s out getting
rem arkably
little
that’s some grass. And “Cissy's Baby”
worthwhile in this faceless horde is just great- a real rock’n'roll
of locusts. Some trends can be soft-shoe, full of “doo-wahs”
followed: you can spot a purely about the tenement block, the
commercial crap type sometimes city people’s dreams of the
(tho’ the marketing is getting country, and neat, human little
about
individual
more clever and obscure all the touches,
time) and there are quite a few people. There’s some country
groups that are infamous in their mixed in, but it’s pure big-city
rankness (Grand Funk, Iron association. And the musicians
Butterfly, B.S.&T., etc.). But, are real pros-they know what
you have to gamble and buy on they’re doing all the time (The
hunch
som etim es,
and Band should swing like this).
If (Capitol ST-53g). English,
sometimes you find something
good, even in this time when the made up from musicians that
“name” groups are in a rut gigged mostly jazz and r & b
(Some other time on the theory bands, flute, sax, etc. A big
that hard political times makes group (in number). Their lyrics
for soft art). So here are a few are the currently hip Significant,
relative unknowns that offer tho’ better than the usual
adolescent
philosophy
on
something.
Jake and the Family Jewels society and individualism. But
(Polydor 24-402g). This is Jake the real strength of the LP lies in
of a good duo, Bunky and Jake, the instrumental aspect of tight,
that never made it. It's one of layered arrangements, complex,
the most enjoyable LPs I’ve intelligent solos, definitely more
heard recently. You've heard of jazz than rock (especially the
rock operas, rock musicals, etc.. horn players), but nevertheless
Well this could be called a very listenable to rock audiences
volume of rock short stories. wearied on Cream or other
About the city (New York, that instrumental groups. These cats
is). Gentle, friendly, good-timey, can play rings around most
but very perceptive and sharp wind-up rock groups, so it's
wo r t h
heari ng
some
instrumentalists that know how
to play more than 3 chords and
4 blues licks.
adjustment.”
The -Jerry Hahn Brotherhood
A mid-semester exam would
Why is this so? Is law school have as one of its purposes the (Columbia CS-1044). Quartet,
instruction some sort of “sacred evaluation of the professors.
sort of a country influence, but
cow” that expires if the student
By this is meant that the again, originally jazz musicians.
seeks
verification
of
the mid-semester would give the Hahn was guitarist with John
concepts as he understands student an idea of what was Handy, and the demands on a
them? It is fine to espouse the expected from him on a final jazz guitarist are much greater
Sacratic Method, but as will be exam. (I‘or those of us who than on a rock one. Hahn is a
pointed out the final exam is prefer to think of things in more whiz, especially on wah-wah
one big “ wink" at the Sacratic aesthetic terms, it would allow pedal, and the LP, tho’ deriving
Method.
the student to verify his abilities from jazz skills, is very much
Hahn’s
songs seem
To ascertain and measure the in analysis of a complete rock.
obsessed
with
concepts
of
“
unlabelca”
situation.)
It
would
correctness of the students
thought process the Law School also exercise the student in the time—he deals with the past,
reminiscences,
gives one test-one chance--the environment of “ final exams.’’ flashbacks,
Implieo in advocating a progress thru time, etc., using
“ final.” If he got the picture,
imagery
and
lucky him; Law Journal and a mid-semester exam with the Dylanesque
basically
rural
situations.
There’s
previously
stated
purpose
is
that
fat salary are his. If not. too bad;
have to decide what he had the question of grading is left a variety of musical material
trouble with; correct it; second open. This is indeed the here, from things that sound like
reels to a “heavy” number,
chance? Nope, sorry, try again implication but it is not the issue
“ Capt. Bobby Stout,” about
of
this
article.
What
is
intended
next year.
being busted.
No matter how you approach is to show cause for a test to be
This Is Sam Cook (RCA
given for the benefit of the
the subject, the purpose of the
students in satisfying the process Victor VPS-6027 (e)- 2 record
“ final”
is to
stratify
a
of verification and evaluation of set). Hardly an unknown, but
population. Granted the dividing
perhaps forgotten by current
what legal testing is like.
lines
are
becoming
more
listeners. Cook was perhaps the
indistinct with labels as “good”
Don't Panic
definitive pop star - predating
and “ pass.” But until they
The
administration
is Elvis, an incredible string of hits
disappear, we are going to have presently considering having over a 12-year period, killed in
to live with a process that mid-semester exams. The biggest ’65; most of these things are
classifies everyone’s “ability” stumbling block is how to stamped on the subconscious of
with just one sampling.
handle 600 examination papers. everyone who listened to the
The daily classroom dialogue Based on previously stated radio when young. Sometimes
is far different from the final reasons, this writer feels a test called the orginator of soul. Kids
examination. In addition to with no grades is far better than loved him. Old ladies loved him.
addressing only specifics, the no test at all. In fact, a voluntary The brothers on the corner. Big
verification process is a rapidly test is better than no test at all. at the Copa or the Apollo. Cook
ongoing occurrence in which not
For those students who are by was a warm, sincere cat. And he
all of the class may participate. this time angry enough with the could sing anything. Remember
A sit-down handed out problem writer to be considered potential “ You Send Me?” Would you
approaches much more closely a tort-feasors,
here
is some believe 1953? Even stuff like
one-to-one communication with relaxing news. Contrary to “Twistin' the Night Away,”
every student.
popular opinion, the faculty are topical tho’ it is, cuts across
Ma n y of t he f a c t o r s not out to make work for periods. Cook knew his milieu
m entioned could themselves people, especially themselves. well and had a talent for
become topics for an entire The thought of individually imagery, so things like the
book. The theory of learning grading some fraction of 600 “older queen” dolled up in a
and the validity of testing are examination papers pales the diamong ring, twisting with the
certainly debatable issues. But staunchest supporters of this young guy in blue jeans, is a
the final examination stands program. Tests already held this perfect picture of a very real,
irrevocably as the Law Schools year under the guise of being human situation. There are a
testimony to what it believes in. “counted” have not been.
num ber of Best of... and
And what the world believes in,
So while there may be exams Greatest Hits... Cook LPs, but
at least initially.
there probably won’t be grades. this is a well-engineered reissue
Should anyone feel so moved by the friendly facists at RCA,
Some Proposals
after reading this article to and you get 2 records for the
The purpose of the final exam provide comment or advice to price of one, so this is the set to
is to evaluate the student body. the author, please call 374-4341. have.

1970.
The
two
approved
resolutions were 4)*to amend the
bi-laws to increase the number
of directors by 3, so as to
nominate
public
interested
directors who would not directly
challenge present directors in an
election, and 2) to create a
shareholders
committee
for
corporate responsibility.
The inclusion of the two
proposals gave rise to public
debate of all the social issues in
which General Motors plays a
role, particularly air pollution by
cars. Professor Schwartz was an
active participant in that debate
which culminated on the eve of
G.M.’s
annual
stockholder
meeting in Detroit. The meeting
itself, on May 22, 1970, was a
record 6Vi hours long, with more
discussion upon the issues raised
by Campaign G.M., but the two
campaign
resolutions
were
defeated overwhelmingly when
the votes were counted. They
garnered less than 3% of the
votes cast.
Professor Schwartz admits
that
his
experience
with
campaign G.M. demonstrated
that “ Things are not working
well and improvements are
necessary” but he feels that the
campaign
was
nonetheless
successful. He bases this belief
on
the
conviction
that
persuasion of shareholders and
the effect they can have on
public opinion will promote
management to evolve broader
decision making structures.

by S. Durovic

The Case for Mid-Semester Exams
by John Metelski

The learning process can be
represented as consisting of
th ree
dynamic
elements
Interrogation,
response
and
verification.
Interrogation is the probing of
a “ universe” from which one
desires knowledge. This is
analagous to curiosity on the
part of any individual who wants
to know “something” about
“something." He goes to the
library, asks his friend, or
witnesses the event.
From this initiative of the
individual the “ universe” issues a
response. The response in the
case of an inanimate object
would be its size, weight, color
or a host of other physical
characteristics. In the more
sophisticated area of concepts,
c h a ra c te ris tic s
must
be
com m unicated
by
other
individuals. This information can
either be written or passed
verbally.
Verification is a confirmation
of the information contained in
the response. It is the way in
which the individual “knows
that he knows.” An inanimate
object can be weighed, measured
or compared with other colors.
A concept, however, is verified
by restatement to one who can
evaluate that restatement for
accuracy. If necessary, the
in terro g a tio n ,
response,
verification sequence is repeated
until the last step- verification- is
accomplished satisfactorily.
It is interesting to note that
without interrogation one lacks
a desire to learn; without
response one is not able to learn;
without verification one is not
able to know.
Learning at Law School

It is a simple step to fit the
law school experience to our
model. Interrogation occurs each
time a student asks a question,
reads a case or seeks in any
manner to obtain information
about the “universe” or law.

Response occurs in the form of
a n s w e rs
to
q u e s tio n s ,
information contained on the
printed page, or in any manner
by which the “universe” gives up
information
about
itself.
Verification occurs when a
professor
evaluates
an
explanation, to a lesser degree
by comparison between what a
student thinks and what awriting
holds, or in any manner by
which a comparison is made
between a student's concept and
the reality of the “ universe.”
It should be clear that
without some sort of verification
the learning process is not
complete or at best not
determinable.
Examples
of
verification methods used in law
school
have
been
given.
However, these methods are not
adequate in that they are not
comprehensive, focusing only on
the particular, and they are not
representative of the process
used for official evaluation.
Naturally
enough, classes
cannot
be
devoted
to
generalities. Specifics must be
addressed and understood to
build the complete picture of
the
law.
But
while the
knowledge
of specifics
is
assured, the assembly of these
concepts into a unified whole is
left to the student. This is fine if
every, student’s “ assemblage”
was allowed to remain his
subjective possession. But it is
not. He must be able to use it in
analyzing real-world situations
not presented with a label of
“assault & Battery or “ Mental
Distress.”
So far as this writer can
discern, no good reason has been
given for not providing the
student some means whereby he
. can determine if he is grasping
all the material correctly. Thode,
et. al. in his Introduction To the
Study of Law, states, “ the first
year student must adjust to the
method
of
law
school
instruction. Significantly, it is a
method which provides little
feedback to the student to
enable him to evaluate his
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Hazards of Product Safety
(Continued from page 1)

treated in a 14-year period in the Oakland, California
Permanent Medical Plan Clinic, Dr. Waller found that one
out of every' five bums among these 11.000 children had
resulted from contact with a floor furnace. They were
exceeded in frequency only by scalds. Significantly, the
floor furnace bums resulted in multiple injuries a third of
the time - more often than any other type of burn.
Almost 9 out of every 10 were second or third degree
burns, that is, sufficient to blister or char skin. The
industry response, again, was unenthusiastic.
The National Commission on Product Safety decided to
test the industry contention, expressed in a letter from Mr.
C. George Segeler of AG A, Aug. 28, 1959, that “I doubt
whether it would be desirable or practical to discontinue
the AGA approval of floor furnaces because of benefits
brought to the user from control over the other phases of
floor furnace performance.” For a total fee of S800 the
Commission retained a
14-man research group,
Weiner Associates, Inc., to investigate possible remedies of
the hazard which would not significantly impair the cost
competitiveness or performance of the gas fired floor
•furnace. In the space of three weeks Weiner Associates
developed three such solutions! As of this writing AGA has
engaged Mr. Weiner to further study this problem but has
not yet amended the standard which allows grille
temperatures up to 350 degrees over room temperature, or
about 420 degrees.
There are a number of serious lessons to be learned from
this series of episodes and other like it. What is especially
shocking is the complacent belief of industry
representatives that industry self-regulation has been of
good service to the public. Thus, the First Vice President
of the American Gas Association cheerfully concluded his
presentation to the Commission with the comment, “Mr.
Chairman, and gentlemen, AGA feels that is has
established a good public record for private industry in the
field of product safety. We have operated on the theory,
and we think, conclusively demonstrated that protection
of the public is good business.” If we assume that 60.000
are burned every year by AGA certified floor furnaces, this
means that on the very day that AGA was praising its own
fine track record over 160 children were seared and
possibly branded for life with the mark of an
AGA-certified floor furnace.
The first reason why something like this can happen is
because industry is not particularly interested in safety
questions. Manufacturers have no incentive to find out
how many people are killed or injured by their products.
Thus, for example, the representative of the American
Bicycle Manufacturers Association could tell the
Commission with a straight face that “The new style, or
high-rise bike, is no less safe than any of its predecessors.”
This was in spite of a rash of accidents, called an epidemic
in one medical study by Dr. T. R. Howell, including
cranio-facial injuries to riders of bicycles styled with low
front wheels, banana seats, and high rise handle bars.
Second, many manufacturers are aware of the injuries
they cause with their products but are content to do
nothing except defend in the infrequent personal injury
lawsuit which may arise. As reported by Dean Thomas
O'Toole, of Boston's Northeastern Law School:
In a field not covered by this Commission. I once had
occasion to discover the methods by which a major
manufacturer disposed of product liability claims. This
company's reaction apparently was to have claims
thoroughly investigated, a file on the case carefully
preserved, and then do nothing by way of responding to
the consumer’s complaints unless and until a suit was
filed. In this manner seven out of every ten claims were
buried forever. One might say that the seven claims
which were not pursued were perhaps unfounded.
Certainly, there are likely to be the cases in which the
injuries are less serious than in those cases which are
filed in court. But the fact remains that a significant
number of injured consumers who at one point
ascertained that they had been the victims of defective
products never had a hearing.”
Vol. 2-509
In the face of this type of industry activity the
conclusion of the Commission is almost mild. “As related
to product safety, self regulation by trade association and
standards groups, drawing upon the resources of
professional associations and independent testing
laboratories, is legally unenforceable, and patently
inadequate.”
More active consumer litigation promises to be one of
the more effective means, in addition to essential
government regulation, to induce manufacturer concern
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for safety.
Such suits promise not only to bring such relief to the
injured but also with regulatory followup, could force
more careful design and manufacture of products which
otherwise would be made so as to be dangerous. Thus far,
it must be conceded, private legal action has not
significantly
affected the
moral
tendencies of
manufacturers of dangerous goods. In the words of
Virginia Knauer, “We believe that the private bar is the
sleeping giant of the consumer protection field.” Insurance
industry representatives reported for example, that in the
most recent year for which statistics were available, total
products liability insurance premiums were SI 15 million.
Vol. 9RC321. When this is compared to the estimated
national costs of dangerous products of $5.5 billion, one
can see that most manufacturers have not yet found it
profitable to protect themselves against lawsuits brought
by injured citizens or their survivors. This is true even if
one makes some insurance policies.
However, product liability cases are on the increase, and
defense attorney Gordon Close estimated that in 1968
alone, there were over 100,000 such cases filed. Vol.
2-290. The potential difficulties of bringing products
liability suits include consumer ignorance of the existence
of legal remedies; the necessity to retain an attorney to
enforce fully one’s rights; the difficulty of locating
independent experts willing to testify; the expenses of
bringing such a suit, which even with contingent fee
arrangements often require substantial expenditures for
testing, expert consultation and testimony; the loss of
income to the plaintiff who must be away from his job
when
the case is being tried,
and the long
court delay which may mean years between filing a case
and bringing it to trial, not to mention delays in the
appellate process.
As was concluded by Paul G. Bower, then Consumer
Counsel of the Department of Justice, “These factors all
weigh against bringing an action in the first place, and even
when actions are brought they exert strong pressures
towards settlement for sums far short of those which could
be obtained if the case went to judgment.” Vol. 2-121/2.
Under these circumstances, the role of the plaintiffs
attorney is a challenging one. Will he be able to develop
product liability litigation to the extent that automobile
negligence litigation has been established? If so, it is hard
to believe that a manufacturer could knowingly continue
to produce a defective product if he knew he would be
faced with a continuing series of expensive lawsuits as •>
result of keeping the product on the market. In order for
this salutary result to occur, the products liability lawyer
will have to pioneer in several areas of tort and contract
law.
There is an important role also to be played by defense
counsel. It will be his responsibility to assure that his client
conforms to the increasingly realistic demand we can
expect from products liability law. There is no excuse, for
example, for a crib to be manufactured two and a half
years after a crib with identical defects had strangled a
young child. Vol. 2-48. The death resulted in an out of
court settlement to the parents for $15,000 paid by the
manufacturer. As the father reported to the Commission,
“ After the death of our son, we tried for several months
to get a voluntary commitment to make this product
safe or not to make it. out of the manufacturer.
[Price-Trimble Products, which ironically, has the
motto: ‘Since 1912, Your Baby’s Health and Comfort,
Our Only Business’! . We tried the pressure of a lawsuit;
a financial settlement was made, but our primary
concern about the safety of the product went
unsatisfied.” Final Report 23.
With increasing products liability litigation it will not be
the public as much as the successfully sued manufacturer
who will refuse to accept the excuses of the inattentive
defense lawyer, especially if he happens to be house
counsel.
It is to be hoped that house counsel will have a crucial
impact on the design state of production. As products
liability cases become more of an everyday remedy it
should become standard practice for a manufacturer
concerned about potential loss to submit possible designs
to his lawyer forevaluation in light of legal standards. One
might even hope that the lawyer would suggest
improvements called for by his ethics as well as by the
current state of the law.
Students can also have a significant impact on product
safety before they pass the Bar. Copies of the 13 Volume
NCPS Hearings are being received by many university
libraries. These valuable materials should be culled for
♦

(Continued to page 7)

SBA
Meeting
by Robert Redmond

The Student Bar Association
is a student organization that is
designed to act as a liaison
between student and faculty.
Initial Meeting
On October 14, the SBA held
an organizational meeting. The
purpose of the session was to
determine some of the priorities
student committees would work
towards this year.
President, Jeff Moss discussed
some of the difficulties the
student-faculty committees had
in the past. For example, he
notes the limited role given to
students on most of the
i mp o r t a n t
c o m m itte e s .
Furthermore, Moss pointed to
the frustration many students
felt when faced with the
prospect of unobtainable goals.
There were many reasons why
students were frustrated by the
achievements of last year’s
committees the least of which is
the attitudes of conservative
faculty members on vital issues.
This year Mr. Moss hopes the
story will be different. After a
careful
selection
of
the
com m ittee
members, (as
determined by the guidelines set
by Dean Fisher), Moss hopes
there will be a much smoother
operation. Now the committees
are filled with what he terms as
“hyper-active”
students and
active faculty members.
Finance an Important Area
One of the most immediate
problems the SBA will concern
itself with is in the area of
finance. For example. What did
the l aw Center do with the
extra $200,000 dollars ii was
able to muster as a result of
adding an
additional one
hundred students on the class
roll? A second area of concern
for the SBA is how to rid the
law Center of tenured faculty
members who are not meeting
the academic needs of the
students. It seems as though the
SBA has at least one particular
professor in mind.
Other areas discussed by the
Association
ranged
from
requesting the University to
establish a non-credit law review
course; to extend the time
r e q u ir e m e n t
for
final
examinations from four hours to
five without any additonal
questions being added. (The
issue here seems to be whether
the examination is a speed
contest or does it want to test a
person’s ability to reason).
Finally, the SBA wants to
make sure that students know
and understand the purpose of
the student-faculty committees.
It will be SBA’s task to educate
the students to the functions of
each committee and thus the
students will be able to use these
organizations to settle problems
and issues without an excess of
bureaucratic red tape.

Deadline Set
(Continued from page t)
papers in seminars or in the
course in Patent Enforcement
and Moot Court;
4)
Submission
of
an
acceptable, approved individual
research paper for scholastic
credit;
5) Law Club Presidency.
In the event that a student
satisfactorily
completes
the
reqirement
by
substitute
ungraded methods, the fact of
such completion
shall
be
recorded on his transcript.
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Sub-Par Library Condition
(Continued from page l)
schools with small expenditures
were GULC, GW, and NYU, all
schools with a sizeable number
of part time students (or night
students). The contention is that
this has a bearing on the
statistic.
Presumably
these
students don’t use the library?
According to Prof. Boyles, the
school is “ pretty good” at giving
the library money. Me maintains
that the big problem is space,
that were he given the funds to
buy more books, there would be
no place to put them. In looking
at the figure about per student
expenditure, Prof. Boyles also
said he would rather look at the
total spent (Georgetown being a
fairly large law school) and the
quality of the acquisitions. Last
year’s book budget was in the
neighborhood of $67,000.

to carry ten or eleven books
each ...
Unfortunately
the
new
building isn’t open this year,
which still leaves the law center
face to face with the problem of
what to do about the library as a
kind of holding action until next
year. In fairness to the library
and its staff, the two solvable
problems that form the core of
what’s irritating and frustrating
about the library are squarely in
student hands. 220 seats 1000+
students who is not familiar
with that lovable species who,
upon arrival at the building in
the morning, promptly goes to
the library, deposits his books
on a table, leaves them there
until 6 that night, and spends a
total of about 30 minutes in the
library all day. Result? 219
available seats for those in
immediate need of them. It’s
unfortunate
and
perhaps
Crisis Year
unavoidable that a large student
As is common knowledge, population seems inevitably to
next year is supposed to be the yield fifty clowns who feel that
time of the long-awaited move they have a better claim on a
to the new building. As such, it seat than anyone else.
These people are paragons of
marks a crisis year for the library
When the space IS available in virtue, however, compared to
t.ie new building, the money has another small minority that
to be forthcoming to properly regards the library as their own
equip it. The new library will personal free bookstore. The
seat 750; included in this library spends a minimum of
number will be about 300 $6000 a year replacing these
Those
individual study carrels. A little five-finger discounts.
appreciated fact is the cost of lacking the guts to actually walk
moving the books from one out with books have developed a
building
to
another Prof. variation on this theme, the
Steinbeinder indicated that these “hoarde.” To wit, find available
costs could approach $1 per book in great demand, sequester
volume. Hardly a figure to be said book in little used corner,
taken lightly when one considers use at convenience.
The faculty doesn’t help the
that with 125,000 volumes, this
Supposedly
each
could be equal to two years’ situation.
acquisitions at current levels of faculty member has the right to
spending. HOWEVER, if each of remove books for his academic
our thousand-odd students were use. Whether this is advisable is
another question, especially in
reference to heavily used books,
texts, etc. While no rocks are
being thrown here, Prof. Boyles
has indicated that in many
instances the library would
prefer to buy a faculty member
(Continued from page I)
another copy of a book he needs
rather than reduce the number
the Leahy Competition or the of effective books available to
White Competition in addition the students, which is a major
to legal writing. These programs test of the adequacy of the
are definitely not mutually library.
exclusive.
The Barristers Council hopes
Security Impossible
to have the Problems for the
second year Leahy Competition
According to Prof. Boyles,
and the third/fourth year White any system of security for the
Competition
available
by present library would be either
November 1; however, the u n w o rk a b le,
p r o h i bit ively
preparation of these Moot Court expensive,
or
incredibly
Problems is no easy task, and obnoxious. There are too many
their release may be delayed.
doors, guards cost too much
money. Any attempt to balance
A Valuable Experience
the cost of security against the
cost of loss in the present
The Barristers Council belives building yields the conclusion
that participation on one of the that stealing is something we’re
upperclass
m oot
court just going to have to put up with
competitions offers rewards far this year.
The new building is set up in
beyond merely fulfilling a
requirement. Final rounds are such a way that there is only one
normally held in the United
States Court of Military Appeals
and are presided over by a
distinguished panel of judges.
The Leahy trophy is on display
(Continued from page 1)
in the trophy case, and the final
winner of the White Competition discrimination had to flee from
has his or her name inscribed on city to city in these United
the Roll of Best Advocates, States in order to hold a job.
which is found in Hall II. In Fanny M. Jackson Cappin, bom
addition,
finalists in both a slave in Washington, D.C. and
gaining
“freedom”
competitions receive a prize of afte r
$25 and the best advocate in attended school. Afterwards, she
each competition is awarded taught other black men and
$50. Even if you do not think women to read and write.
that you are the world’s greatest Fannie Richards (1806-1894)
advocate, Leahy and White who had to move to Detroit in
provide a good opportunity to order to teach in the public
gain experience in briefwriting schools because the Southern
and appellate advocacy, and states began restricting their
they are always interesting. “ free nigras” to the South. There
Fulfillment of the Legal Writing are many more I could name
Requirement is just icing on the who
bore
the
yolk
of
cake.
o p p re ssio n ,
yet
became

G.U.L.C.

student entrance past a control
desk. This should alleviate the
problem somewhat, as well as
presenting the possibility of
greatly expanded hours of
operation with a minimal staff
during late night hours. Prof.
S te in b ein d er
has
been
advocating 18 to 24 hour
operation if the need for it is
shown.
Perhaps the greatest boon to
the students next year will be
the new system of cataloging the
books. Students may have
noticed the appearance of a “ K”
followed by a string of numbers
on many of the books. This
represents the start of a gradual
conversion to the Library of
Congress system of cataloging.
All books are now arranged
helter
skelter
by
author,
resulting in confusion and delay
in finding a number of books in
any given subject area. Next year
all works on torts, for example,
will be together.
Many people have observed
that our collection isn’t all that
bad, that it is its inaccessibility
that renders it less useful than it
might be. How many students
know that there are voluminous
numbers of books in the
basement of the library and in
other buildings on 6th Street?
As stated before, it’s the
availability to the student that is
the test of the library's adequacy.
Prof. Boyles has made plans to
add a new set of the Federal
Reporter next year, and it is
hoped that the general collection
can be expanded to 400,000
volumes soon after the opening
of the new building, if sufficient
pressure is produced by faculty
and students.
One of the primary reasons
that the library is in such sad
shape today is that for years it
was presumed that it was
unnecessary for it to stand on its
own
two feet, that
the
proximity to the Library of
Congress and the Supreme Court
meant that the library was an
area that could be scrimped on
the budget. Nearly everyone
now regards past is now being
paid.
One could, of course, throw
brickbats at the administration
for admitting so many first- year
students. The additional strain
on the facilities of the school is
uncontroverted. This writer feels
compelled
to
resist
this
temptation, however, lest he
have to face the fact that were it
not for the increased admissions
he might not be here.
What is really needed in the
area of the library this year is
massive student cooperation,
both in making it useful until
the move, in facilitating the
move itself, and in applying
great pressure that the new
facilities be everything the
present ones are not.

Black Women’s Lib
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Synopsis of the 1970-71
Leahy Competition
On the night of June 9, 1970, at 11:30 P.M. a bomb
exploded in a second floor restroom of the Center for
| Democratic Studies at Centerville University located in the
city of the same name in the State of Georgetown. The blast
I blew out windows, destroyed portions of the surrounding
|; corridor and damaged the entire second floor electrical system.
£§ The only individual in the Center that evening was the night
|;i watchman who was uninjured by the explosion. However, the
p University hospital is located directly across the street from
§1 the Center and the force of the explosion blew out the second
I; and third floor windows on the side of the hospital facing the
: Center. Several patients were injured by flying glass, some
f seriously.
|
The Centerville bomb squad arrived at the scene shortly
| after the bomb exploded. Upon investigation they determined
f§ that the explosion was caused by a home made bomb
fi constructed with dynamite, electrical wiring and a timing
fi device.
The following morning at 10:30 A.M., Captain William
I Nice, the officer in charge of the bomb squad, held a news
if conference. Centerville, a city of 100,000 people, has two
:|i newspapers, two radio stations and one T.V. station. Each
| news media had representatives present at this conference. In
|i addition, UPI and AP reporters from Dubary, the capitol of
i| the State, were present along with representatives from all the
if Dubary newspapers. The news conference was carried live by
if the Centerville T.V. station, WNAC.
Captain Nice stated that his men had discovered evidence at
§i the Center which indicated that the dynamite was part of
pi shipment which had been stolen from the Ace Construction
i| Company on June 6, 1970. In response to a reporter’s
|i question, Captain Nice stated that “at this time we have no
Pi evidence that SIR had anything to do with the bombing.” SIR,
if an acronym for Students In Revolt, is a politically active
i| student organization at the University which the mayor of
i! Centerville has labled as a radical, communistic and a vile part
if of the University.
if
On June 15, 1970, the Centerville police arrested James
ip Weatherman under Georgetown Statute 600.105 titled
if “ Placing explosives; with intent to destroy and causing damage
if to the University and on the date of the bombing was
if employed by Ace Construction Company. In July, Mr.
f Weatherman was tried and convicted under the Georgetown
f statute and sentenced to twenty years in the state prison.
On July 10, 1970. the Centerville police arrested three more
if individuals in connection with the bombing under Georgetown
if Statute 600.200 titled “Placing explosives; aiding or abetting
f or conspiring with intent to destroy the property of another.”
Isa Roundbottom is one of the individuals arrested on July
if 10th. She is 21 years old, a student at the University, a
part-time employee at the Center and Jim Weatherman’s
girlfriend. The othertwo individuals arrested on July 10th are
William Robinson and Seymoyr Gable, both active members of
!|i SIR.
The conspiracy trial of Miss Roundbottom, Mr. Robinson
and Mr. Gable began on August 22 and ended on August 28th
with the conviction of each defendant. Isa Roundbottom was
sentenced to fifteen years in the state prison.
The trial itself drew wide radio, television and press
f coverage. The local mayor of Centerville, up for re-election in
f November. 1970, promised the people of Centerville that the
guilty would not go free, law and order would prevail, and SIR
would not see another semester at the University.
Because of her dissatisfaction with her Court appointed
f counsel and the fact that she maintains that she is innocent,
Isa Roundbottom intends to appeal her conviction.
Note- This synopsis is intended to give second year students an
idea of the fact pattern involved in State V. Roundbottom
The complete trial transcript will be available in November
1970. Generally the areas of law in the case are:
(1) Conspiracy (2) Constitutionality of certain state statutes
(3) Rights to counsel (4) Right to a fair trial (5) Misc.
Evidentary problems
Please fill out the information on page one and return to
Barristers Council box B under the front stairway by
November 1, 1970.

Law Students
The DeRand Investment Corporation is
new with new ideas. We are looking for law

“liberated” because the white
boy was so busy killing and
suppressing bad nigger men who
didn’t know their place. The
white woman, who was born
free, chose to wait until the
latter part of the 19th century to
exert herself, and what a noble
cause she chose.
Aside from this, I couldn’t
even consider joining such a
cause
’til
the yoke of
oppression is lifted from all
Blacks. You see, dearies, -the
Black Woman’s place is behind
her man (as support and
comfort) as they join hand in
hand in the struggle for Black
liberation.

students to become associated with us as
registered

representatives and account,

executives. For an on campus appointment
to discuss our firm and your future, call
William Conway at 543-8800.

DE RAISD
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White Labels for Bloods

Student
Bartender
Service

rapped well and precipitated
movement
through
positive
action. But then, the title
“ Supernig” is still reserved in
our community (not ghetto) for
sisters who work yr/kitchens,
and brothers who slave daily in
your labor fields.
They’re super ’cause they
survive daily in the heat of
repression. They’re super ’cause
through their endurance we
(average niggers) gain strenth to
persevere. They’re super ‘cause
they’re our mothers and fathers
who have sustained a nation of
people while they bore the yoke
of oppression. Then too, they
are super ‘cause they recognize
crackers for what they are, and
while
often
gaming they
disregard the psychodynamics of
yr/language.

“ SECRETARY -TYPIST
NEEDED FOR
N A T IO N A L COUNCIL TO

“Add a
professional touch
to your parties"

REPEAL THE D R A FT.
HARD W ORK.
FULL TIM E
$86.50 PER WEEK.
CALL 544-2041."

7 8 3 -3 9 1 2

The State of Washington
by Reginald B. Elliott

by Curtis White

Why is it, Durovic, that every
time a “ Blood” does something
that whites dig (or fear) he
suddenly becomes “ Supernig.”
Toussaint
L’Ouverture
was
Super ‘cause he offed some
Europeans; Desalines was Super
‘cause he was “badder”/n
Toussaint; Frederick Douglass
had frightening foresight (and
.hindsight); Malcolm rapped the
truth; Sithole fought world
repression; Odari recognized
y’all for what you are; and
Nkrumah (well) he played
yr/game better/n you and
recognized white repression in
its most subtle form. Not that
these “ Bloods” weren’t together,
man- ‘cause they were. They
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The city of Washiogton is in a
very peculiar position. In every
state in this nation citizens enjoy
the right of a dual-citizenship;
that of the nation and that of
the state. Not so in Washington,
D.C. the Capitol City of these
United States. In the midst of
America’s democratic society,
Constitutional
rights
and
liberties are being subjugated
every day from the Omnibus
Crime Bill to the fact of no
Home Rule.
No Democracy
Washington, however, does
have a Mayor and at the same
time he is our Commissioner;
we the PEOPLE, have nothing to
say about who he is. Washington
even has a legislative body; the
D.C. Council. However, the
people have nothing to say
about who they are; they too, as
the Mayor-Commissioner, are
appointed by the President of
these United States. No other
City or State in this nation
tolerates these insults to its
freedoms and liberties. WHY DO

R. B. Elliot

WE? There is no logical
explanation why we (if we are
citizens of America) do not
effectively
oppose
such
injustices; realizing that injustice
anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere.

The Hazards of Product Safety
(Continued from page 51

information which could be the basis of a focused
products liability section in a torts class, or even a special
seminar^n the law school.
In the Business School, the product safety Hearings and
Final Report should serve as a case study in the
consequences of a failure of industry executives in their
ethical responsibilities. If the NCPS recommendations are
accepted, there will be government intervention in an area
over which the business sector obviously would have
preferred to retain sole effective control.
Especially important is the contribution to be made in
the engineering schools, which should be induced to stress
safety as a mandatory engineering subject.
In addition to new emphasis on preventive law,
preventive engineering, and preventive business practices,
the university scholars can also provide valuable policy
studies in the field of consumer protection. Comparison
and elucidation of the serious discrepancies between social
benefit and private profit in particular case studies will
provide significant support for government inquiries as
well as an important improvement in the professional
education of students.
In sum, the NCPS report has provided an invaluable
service to the nation. It remains now for those affected
that means most of us to take some action.

'ZOelcMte S tu den ts

PLEAD YOUR LUNCH
at the

. W e got goodies lor vour head an d bodv a nd
all that neat stull to make vour W as h in g to n
T h in g together. T h in g s like incense, posters,
paper Tillanv shades, stationery, mugs, wild
rrings and all that j a / / . W e d o it
H) a m. to 7:00 p.m. a n d Sundays

COURTHOUSE
CARRYOUT

from I 2:00 no o n to 5:00 p.m.

402 5th Street, N.W.

Present thn m/for a free <v/7 icheu \ou stop n/.

Coffee

W5

P / . X V.VY U A .X/A A l l

V /

•

544-5400

H&CAPITOL BILL

Donuts
Cake
Savor our Specialty:

Exist Today
My fellow citizens, could it be
that we are afraid to unite; or is
it that we don’t want to be free?
May l remind you that in the
American Revolution the theory
of
“ tax atio n
w ith o u t
representation is tyranny” was
one
of
the
fundamental
grievances America had with the
“ motherland;” do not we in
Washington (1970) have the
same grievances with the new
American Government? Indeed,
it is a fact that the citizens of
Washington are taxed without
legislative representation in the
Congress of these United States.
We ought not let the office of
Mayor-Commissioner and the
Council positions elude us any
longer. Washington’s problems
are not being resolved, and they
will not be resolved, unless “WE
THE PEOPLE" resolve them.
To effectuate social change in
this city responsibly through
normal legislative procedures has
been proven impossible. We
must through self imposed
disciplines improve and work
toward
our own peaceful
destiny; in that there is
overwhelming
evidence
to
support the proposition that this
system as it stands now is grossly
insensitive to the needs of the
people of Washington. Further,
the government has consistently
proven one thing to u<5, and that
is, that it is consistently
inconsistent with respect to the
promises made vis-a-vis the
Constitution of the United
States of America. “ PEOPLE"
for the realization of JUSTICE
we MUST UNITE. The longer
we wait, the longer we disagree,
the longer we refuse to think
collectively; the more infectious
the disease; hence the more
difficult our task.
“ Is life so dear, or peace so
sweet, as to be purchased
at the price of chains and
s l a v e r y ? Forbid it,
Almighty God! I know
not what course others
may take; but, as for me,
give me liberty, or give
me death!”
Patrick Henry

Sandwiches ready made or specially prepared
for your taste.

THE

Revolutionary Grievances

Drinks

ITALIAN MINI-SUBS

T h e open m eetin g
among faculty, students,
and administration has
been postponed from the
21st and 22nd of October
until the 28th of October
at 11:30 AM and the 29th
of October at 5:15 PM.
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i GULC Football

NOTICE

Intramurals
by Gary Gearhart

B i l l Obliterate Foe

The G.U. intramural league
witnessed some of its finest team
play this past week as all favored
teams won hardily. With all
contenders trying valiantly to
secure one of the two play-off
positions from each league,
well-oiled ground and air attacks
were exhibited much to the
delight of the multitude of fans.

After the Gypsies forfeited to
the Bombers in the 10:00 game,
Barrister’s 111 obliterated Obiter
Dicta, 33-7. Jack Block was the
“golden boy” of this less than
epic struggle, as he seemed able
to score at will against what
could only be described at best
as a porous defense. I do not
mean to discredit the victory
however, for at times they
Crucial Weeks Ahead
looked awesome - especially
Two weeks of league play are theii defensive backfield led by
now all that remain, but in those “ wispy” Hank Plog. Nicknamed
two weeks come the severest “ Plogger” by teammates, Plog,
as well as “slippery” Silverio- the
t e s t s f o r t he c u r r e n t
frontrunners. While Sgt. Pepper’s team’s other fine cornerbackand E Street Warehouse have seemed to be everywhere on the
virtual strangle-holds in the field. If desire was the sole
play-off spots in the B league, an criterion for victory, this team
allout war is being waged in the would never lose.
A League. In this league
St. Overcomes Lonnie Co.
Barrister’s 111 currently reigns
supreme with a 3-0 mark, but
On the other hand, if mouth
following closely behind with was the sole criterion for
only one defeat is Cannibus victory, E street Warehouse
Factor and the BYO’s. This race would never taste defeat. In
is so tight, Jimmy the Greek has Sunday’s game, the Warehouse
quit quoting odds.
was unable to put it together
during the first half and led by
B YO ’s Romp
only 6-0 at this point. As Lonnie
In last week's 9:00 game, the and his “band” tired in the
BYO’s“ murdered” Murder Inc., second
half however, the
33-7, as the “ booze boys” once warehouse pushed across two
again proved liquor can overcome more scores for an 18-0 triumph.
seemingly
insurmountable Mike Conroy was once again the
obstacles. Although Murder Inc., Warehouses’ MVP.
appeared a little “dead” on the
field, it was the fine aggressive
Blood and Guts Weekend
play of the BYO’s that made
them appear so. Displaying
This
Sunday’s
card
is
deceptive
ball-handling
billed
so
a
chicanery, and an extremely defini t el y
diversified attack, the BYO’s “ don’t-miss”, as all contenders
definitely proved themselves to will be exhibiting their wares. At
be ready for the final grueling 9:00 you'll see “ Pretty boy”
Ryan flash his moves of
weeks of play.

brilliance (usually only exhibited
to women off the field), as the
melodious Meltones tangle with
the
bombastic
Bombers.
Immediately after this contest,
spectators should go for their
red-hats, as Murder Inc. plays
the Subpoenas. There is a chance
in this game that neither team
will win.
The 11:00 battle between St.
Jude 7 and Obiter Dicta could
be rather humorous - for those
fans who can laugh at that hour
of a Sunday morning. With
neither team possessing the
strength to defeat Trinity’s
intramural champ (although I’m
sure some would like to try),
this contest coulu be a tragedy
upon the waters of GU’s
intramural history.
For the spectators who are
confirmed sadists, the fun will
start at 12:00 when Cannibus
Factor
and
Barrister’s HI
confront each other. The only
sure winner in this contest is
going to be the nearest doctor or
mortician. Likewise, blood will
be shed in the 1:00 battle
between Sgt. Pepper’s and the
Warehouse, for between these
teams no love is lost. Regardless
of who wins this battle, it is
guaranteed that neither team
will be up to par physically again
for the remainder of the season.
There it is then sport’s fans come early and stay late. The
schedule is set and the teams are
primed. Bring your brown bag
and enjoy the Friday night fight’s
on Sunday.

The following is a copy of the proposed
E LE C TIV E SCH EDU LING E X A M IN A T IO N PROPOSAL:
I. The present fixed scheduling examination procedure
should be changed to an elective scheduling procedure
whereby students can arrange their own examination
schedules within the limits of the examination periods of
December and May.
YES
NO
II. If you agree with the general principle of elective
scheduling stated above choose one of the alternatives
listed below. Choose the least restrictive alternative with
which you agree so that the more restrictive alternatives
can be considered as being within your approval.

MOST
R ES TR IC TIV E
1) Everything the same as under the present system except
that students would have to register for a time slot and
room sometime before the exam. Exams would be
picked up and returned in the classroom.
2) Monitoring in the classroom. Students would pick up
examinations at the registrar's office and return them
there, after spending the required amount of time. The
exams would be time-stamped when picked up and
when returned. Examinations could be started at any
time as long as they were finished before the school
closed for the day.
3) No in class monitoring. Students could pick up exams at
registrar's office where they would be time stamped.
When finished after spending the required amount of
time the exams would be returned to the registrar's
office where they would be time-stamped again.
4) No monitoring or time-stamping. Students could pick
up exams at any time during the examination period of
December and May and return them at their discretion
before the end of the exam period after spending the
required amount of time.

\l/
LEAST
R E S TR IC TIV E

W hy N acrelli?
WHY DO THE GREAT MAJORITY OF
APPLICANTS FOR THE D.C. BAR EXAMINATION ATTEND THE

NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL?

Because
THE NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL HAS THE KNOW -HOW
IT IS THE ACKNOWLEDGED LEADER IN ITS FIELD
IT HAS BEEN IN EXISTENCE FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS
ITS OUTSTANDING RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

IT IS THE ONLY SCHOOL THAT HAS CONSISTENTLY HELD THE HIGHEST RECORD OF PASSING THROUGHOUT THE YEARS
OVER 90% OF NACRELLI STUDENTS ARE PASSING THE BAR EXAMINATIONS
OVER 20,000 NACRELLI STUDENTS ARE MEMBERS OF A BAR
THE NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL IS THE OLDEST, LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL OF ITS KIND IN
METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON

THE SCHOOL IS C O N V E N IE N T L Y LOCATED IN A MODERN O FFIC E B U ILD IN G IN THE H EA R T OF DOWN-TOWN W ASHINGTON

1334 G STREET,

Ktff., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

Tel. (202) 347-7574

